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B y  C a t h y  B r i g h a man essential 
proCess for 
empowering 
today’s adult 
learners

Most adult students with significant work 

experience have technical and work-related competencies 

that have been acquired from non-collegiate environments 

— work, training, military service, or independent study, 

for example. colleges that offer ways to evaluate this prior 

learning for college credit can help students progress more 

efficiently towards a degree, certificate, or credential — 

saving the student both time and tuition dollars. 

historically, colleges have had difficulty with prior learning 
assessment (Pla) because of the demands it places on 
administrators and faculty. however, the council for adult & 
experiential learning (cael), a nonprofit organization dedicated 
to removing barriers for adults interested in continuing their 
education, has launched an online resource, learningcounts.org, 
that makes Pla an academically sound, cost-effective option well 
within reach of community college students and the institutions 
that serve them.

the national call to improve postsecondary degree 
completion rates has led many college and university boards 
to re-examine their policies surrounding Pla. a recent multi-
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StudentS with PLA creditS hAd higher grAduAtion rAteS, 
better PerSiStence, And Shorter timeS to degree comPLetion.

campus study conducted by cael, fueling the race to 
Postsecondary success, demonstrates that students with Pla 
credits had higher graduation rates, better persistence, and 
shorter times to degree completion. indeed, the report shows 
that Pla users were more than two and a half times more likely 
to graduate than their peers who had not used Pla options 
(see chart, below).

in addition, by having their prior learning recognized, many 
students develop long-term educational aspirations. Pla often 
gives adult learners a “leg up” on completing their degree — 
and on believing that they can complete their degree.

while campuses recognize the value and impact of Pla, 
many still lack the financial and personnel resources to offer 
appropriate services. cael, working with other Pla advocates, 
has developed learningcounts.org as a complete one-stop 
resource on prior learning assessment in all of its formats.

learningcounts.org has access to a national roster of credentialed 
faculty — individuals with regionally accredited graduate degrees 
in the field and access to specialized training in Pla. this roster 
continues to develop, and cael welcomes interested community 
and technical college faculty to participate in this program. 

PLA and the Two-Year Institution
while Pla is often touted as a marketing tool to help 
differentiate one institution from another, recent cael 
research has shown two more relevant results for the two-year 
institution: freeing up seats in crowded classrooms and 
improving retention. Both can improve financial efficiency, and 
the latter is essential to improving college completion.

considering Pla’s potential to increase enrollment, community 

college leaders must not overlook how it can also help relieve 
classroom overcrowding. By exempting a student from a course 
for which he or she already has knowledge, Pla-friendly 
campuses can free up seats for others and place students with 
similar educational needs in the same classroom.

in addition, cael’s study of 48 community colleges and 
universities demonstrated a positive correlation between Pla 
usage and improved retention rates, an issue plaguing many 
two-year institutions. adult learners frequently co-enroll, viewing 
the community college primarily as a means to complete degree 
requirements that they will ultimately fulfill somewhere else. 
offering Pla services has been correlated with improved retention 
rates at institutions nationwide, alleviating concerns about fulfilling 
degree requirements — and doing so affordably.

National Network of Partners
learningcounts.org is building a national network of partner 
institutions. Participation among community colleges grew 
dramatically through a formal partnership announced in July. 
Beginning this fall, the arkansas association of two-Year colleges 
(aatYc) will use learningcounts.org as a way to accelerate the 
degree completion of its students. aatYc will implement several 
features of learningcounts.org, including a standardized process 
for assessing prior learning of all of its students.

trustees serve a vital role in cultivating partnerships in 
their communities, and Pla can be a useful tool in engaging 
business leaders. Partners outside higher education see the 
value of learningcounts.org in improving overall education 
and workforce readiness across the nation, and employers and 
workforce organizations are signing up to be partners with the 
service. not only does Pla expand the professional training 
resources available to employees, but it also usually does so at 
greatly reduced costs and in considerably less time. 

The Future Is Now
with national attention currently focused on the completion 
agenda, now is an opportune time for community and technical 
college boards to reconsider their local Pla policies and practices. 
always among the vanguard in serving the underserved, two-year 
institutions now have the opportunity to lead in prior learning 
assessment — one of the most powerful ways to increase services 
to adult learners while also impacting completion numbers. for 
information on how your college can join the pilot, please visit 
www.learningcounts.org.
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